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Summary: As part of a NASA effort to assess in situ resources for future human missions to Mars, the SWIM                    

Team is performing multi-dataset mapping to characterize the distribution of buried water ice from 60ºS to 60ºN.                 
Deriving a single measure for the presence of accessible ice (upper few meters) from a diverse range of remote                   
sensing techniques with unique resolutions and caveats is a challenging problem. To enable data synthesis we                
present a methodology based on “ice consistency” mapping. In 2019, we produced ice consistency maps for much of                  
the northern hemisphere [1,2]. In 2020, we are extending our mapping to include the southern hemisphere at                 
elevations < +1 km (Fig. 1). Our maps are being made available on the SWIM Project website                 
(https://swim.psi.edu), and we intend to complete our extended mapping in the summer of 2020. 

Consistency Mapping: The SWIM Project uses multiple techniques: neutron-detected hydrogen (MONS),           
thermal behavior (TES, THEMIS, and MCS), multiscale geomorphology (HiRISE, CTX, HRSC and MOLA), and              
surface and subsurface radar echoes (SHARAD). With methods attuned to each dataset, we assign values scaled                
between +1 (dataset fully consistent with ice) and -1 (dataset consistent with the absence of ice). We use the SWIM                    
Equation [1,2] to calculate multi-dataset ice consistency (Fig. 1). The highest ice-consistency values occur poleward               
of ~40ºN, in Arcadia Planitia where widespread ground ice was inferred previously [3] and in Deuteronilus Mensae                 
where extensive debris-covered glaciers have been identified [4]. Positive values (blue) extend southward to ~20ºN.               
Equatorward of 28ºN, mostly negative (red) values occur, arguing for ice-free conditions in these regions.  
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